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The Death and Life of Great American Cities
This book is a collection of ethnographies of transnational migration and border
crossings in Asia. Interdisciplinary in scope, it addresses issues of mobility and
Diaspora from various vantage points. Unique to this volume is an emphasis of
studying globalisation from below, privileging the narratives and views of “people
on the move” – or the transnational underclass – and their sense of belonging to
places and communities. The collection is further distinguished by its focus on the
sources of authority and the social configurations that are created in the
intersections between legality and illegality across Asia. Though previous studies
on transnational flows have deconstructed the notion of nation-states as having
fixed political boundaries, and have engaged in spaces beyond the nation-states,
seldom has an entire region, Asia, been privileged in one integrated volume. We
emphasize hitherto marginalized debates that have significant policy relevance.
Other than a serious academic interest from lecturers and students, we are
confident that book will be of significant interest for development practitioners and
NGOs.

International Management
Canadian Chemical Processing
Vols. for include an annual directory issue.

The New York Times Magazine
New Society
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Asian Cross-border Marriage Migration
Press Summary - Illinois Information Service
Parliamentary Debates
Mankind
Cobbett's Political Register
Sponsored by the Association for Counselor Education and Supervision. To deliver
excellent, culturally responsive services to clients, a successful administrative
supervisor must provide leadership to professional counselors, manage counseling
services, and work effectively within their agency. The New Handbook of
Administrative Supervision in Counseling is written for first line supervisors who
work in mental health agencies, private practices, or in a schools. It highlights the
skills needed to fulfill eighteen job responsibilities such as implementing your
vision, advocating for services and staff members, navigating the politics inherent
in work environments, team building, managing budgets and other realities, while
still maintaining your own professional integrity and development. Useful forms
and self-directed exercises are provided to facilitate personal reflection.

Placing the Border in Everyday Life
Far Eastern Economic Review
"Asian Cross-border Marriage Migration: Demographic Patterns and Social Issues is
an interdisciplinary and comparative study on the rapid increase of the intra-Asia
flow of cross-border marriage migration. This book contains in-depth research
conducted by scholars in the fields of demography, sociology, anthropology and
pedagogy, including demographic studies based on large-scale surveys on
migration and marital patterns as well as micro case studies on
migrants%7Bu2019%7D liv%7Bu00AD%7Ding experiences and strategies.
Together these papers examine and challenge the existing assumptions in the
immigration policies and popular discourse and lay the foundation for further
comparative research." -- Back cover.

Polar Research
The Garden
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Lok Sabha Debates
The Human Face of Work
Strategic Digest
Literature
Cobbett's Political Register
The world is experiencing one of the largest movements of people in history with
65 million people in 2015 alone displaced by conflict, the majority of these coming
from Asia. This book offers a deep engagement with individuals whose lives were
shaped by encounters with borders: by telling the stories of a poor Bangladeshi
women who regularly crosses the India border to visit family, Muslims from India
living in Gulf countries for work, and the traumatic journey of a young Afghan man
as he sets off on foot towards Germany. The international and interdisciplinary
work in this book analyses how mobility and diaspora are engaged in literature and
media and how the lives of migrants are transformed during their journey to new
homes in South Asia, the Middle East, North America, and Europe, coalescing in a
timely portrait of migrancy and undesired mobility.

Collier's
The Country Gentleman
Parliamentary Debates (Hansard)
New York Standard Civil Practice Service Desk Book
Beyond Dutch Borders
Thirty years after its publication, The Death and Life of Great American Cities was
described by The New York Times as "perhaps the most influential single work in
the history of town planning.[It] can also be seen in a much larger context. It is first
of all a work of literature; the descriptions of street life as a kind of ballet and the
bitingly satiric account of traditional planning theory can still be read for pleasure
even by those who long ago absorbed and appropriated the book's arguments."
Jane Jacobs, an editor and writer on architecture in New York City in the early
sixties, argued that urban diversity and vitality were being destroyed by powerful
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architects and city planners. Rigorous, sane, and delightfully epigrammatic,
Jacobs's small masterpiece is a blueprint for the humanistic management of cities.
It is sensible, knowledgeable, readable, indispensable. The author has written a
new foreword for this Modern Library edition.

Cobbett's Weekly Political Register
Placing the Border in Everyday Life complicates the connection between borders
and sovereign states by identifying the individuals and organizations that engage
in border work at a range of scales and places. This edited volume includes
contributions from major international scholars in the field of border studies and
allied disciplines who analyze where and why border work is done. By combining a
new theorization of border work beyond the state with rich empirical case studies,
this book makes a ground-breaking contribution to the study of borders and the
state in the era of globalization.

The New Handbook of Administrative Supervision in Counseling
Digital Design Studios
Gardeners Chronicle & New Horticulturist
Government Employee Relations Report
Nepal Press Digest
"Despite widespread scepticism in receiving societies, migrants often remain loyal
to their former homeland and stay active in the politics there. "Beyond Dutch
borders" is about such ties. Combining extensive fieldwork with quantitative data,
this book compares how transnational political involvement among guest workers
from Turkey and post-colonial migrants from Surinam living in the Netherlands has
evolved over the past half-century. It looks at Turks seeking to improve their
position in Dutch society, Kurds lobbying for equal rights in Turkey and Surinamese
hoping to boost development in their country of origin. Sending-state
governments, political parties and organisations are shown to be key shapers of
transnational migrant politics both in opposition to, and support of, homeland
ruling elites. Meanwhile, it becomes clear that migrants' border-crossing loyalties
and engagement have not dented their political integration in the receiving
societies - quite the opposite. Certainly in this respect, the sceptics have been
wrong."

Transnational Flows and Permissive Polities
A photo reprint of Cobbett's radical journal.
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Business Week
The Cultivator & Country Gentleman
Link
Borders and Mobility in South Asia and Beyond
Public Power
This essay is about the management of natural and environmental resources in
cross-border areas. It explores a group of geographical, political, legal, economic
and cultural factors that arise when political units (such as sovereign countries,
dependent states and other administrative units) seek to utilize natural and
environmental resources efficiently and equitably while minimizing the resultant
damages (for example, prevention of resource degradation and preservation of the
physical environment). * Examines various types of cross-border areas at both
international and sub-national levels throughout the world as well as their
geographical, political, economic and cultural influences on the cross-border
resource management * Uses the latest international and area data, resulting in
new findings for cross-border environmental activities * Contains a large number of
case studies throughout the world including four in-depth case studies of crossborder resource management

Voting in Postwar Federal Elections
The Indonesia-Papua New Guinea Border
The Gardeners' Chronicle and Agricultural Gazette
Cross-Border Resource Management
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ROMANCE ACTION & ADVENTURE MYSTERY & THRILLER BIOGRAPHIES &
HISTORY CHILDREN’S YOUNG ADULT FANTASY HISTORICAL FICTION HORROR
LITERARY FICTION NON-FICTION SCIENCE FICTION
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